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- Look, these footprints are so big! Let’s follow them.
- Hooray, we have new pointed footprints here.
- What’s under that shell?
They are not the Crab’s footprints, Crab is under the shell. But look... - La la la, look at these winding footprints.
What’s in these rocks?
It’s not the Crab, Crab is under the shell. It’s not the Lizard, Lizard is in the rocks. But look! - Ah ha! Arrow-shaped footprints.
- What’s in those twigs?
It’s not the Crab, Crab is under the shell. It’s not the Lizard, Lizard is beneath the rocks. It’s not the Bird, Bird is in the twigs. But look! - Hey, we have new roundish footprints here.
- What’s in that bush?
- Tuntun, have you sniffed out something?
- Eekkk... They seem to be the footprints of a monster.
- Ha ha ha! They turn out to be the footprints of Chi Chi and Crocodile.
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